
The newly designed adjustment free seat and weight-
activated chair mechanism allows Evo to seamlessly 
address an individual’s need for enhanced comfort and 
control. Specially sculpted and formulated foam creates a 
seat that is proven through scientific pressure mapping and 
testing to reduce pressure points. Easy-to-reach fingertip 
controls allow access to standard ergonomic adjustments.

Straightforward minimal aesthetic Adjustment free comfort Fits any place or person
Evo is a complete seating solution for individual and group 
environments. Evo task chairs, task stool and conference 
chairs are adaptable and interchangeable for use in 
a multitude of spaces. With a straightforward minimal 
aesthetic, Evo has been designed with the same underlying 
principles and rigor as architectural spaces. 

Workplace chairs are rarely used all day long by a single 
individual and little time is spent adjusting the chair. People 
are just as likely to spend a few hours in a meeting room or 
at a shared bench as they are at their desk getting work 
done. Evo has been purposefully designed to provide 
immediate comfort and to look equally good at the 
workstation as in the conference room

knowing what matters
EvoTM

“Everything an office chair needs to be and not an iota more.”



Golden Ratio

Inspired Design
Often discussed by mathematicians, artists and 
architects alike, the Golden Ratio is appreciated 
for its sense of proportions and visual harmony.  
This geometric ratio has been identified in art, 
nature and architecture alike. 
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The Evo task and conference seat 
has been purposefully engineered with 
comfort in mind. Pressure mapping of Evo 
vs other competitive chairs demonstrates 
Evo is best in its class. 

Comfort (best in class)

Seat
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Back
Soft Touch, High Strength Mesh
Mesh on Evo showcases a combination of 
multifilament and monofilament yarns that 
allow for a soft, fabric-like hand while 
maintaining high strength and breathability 
with full support.
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Optional Adjustable Lumbar
A user adjustable lumbar support with a 
4” range of movement can be specified with 
task and stool chairs and is in field 
retrofittable.
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“Everything an office chair needs to be and not an iota more.”

Micro Section Contoured Frame
Evo’s ergonomically shaped back frame 
provides passive lumbar support and 
promotes upright, engaged tasking 
behaviors. The color coordinated mesh 
wraps the front and side of the thin 
sectioned frame for a clean and minimal 
edge detail.
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“Everything an office chair needs to be and not an iota more.”

Mechanism
Integrated Weight-Activated Control in Seat
No more micro tuning of tension; auto-adjusting 
tension fits each user. Evo uses a weight-
activated control mechanism that automatically 
responds to the weight of each user eliminating 
the need to think about tension adjustment.

Minimal Adjustments
Fingertip Adjustments
Simple, intuitive and accessible user interaction. 
No more paddles or knobs below the seat.

Molded Iconography
Know what is being adjusted before adjusting. 
Clear graphic indications are molded into the top 
surface of the control levels for setting standard 
ergonomic adjustment; seat height, seat depth 
and upright tilt lock.

Arms
Support for Dynamic Postures
Open-arm design allows for side sitting and en-
ables comfortable multi-directional interactions.

Extended Options
Armless, fixed polished aluminum, height and 
4D adjustable arms provide diverse solutions in 
response to individual user needs.

Ergo-centric Motion
Armrests remain parallel to worktop to provide 
ergonomic comfort when in reclined postures.
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Accent Stitch
A selection of ten different contrasting 
thread colors are offered to make a 
truly bespoke chair.
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